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Baden. This time the doctors would hear no argument; they
forbade even the thought of going to Geneva for the September
Assembly. He was too weak to offer any opposition, but they
could not prevent him taxing his last reserves of strength to
ensure that his substitute, the worthy chancellor, would be
properly primed. In Geneva Mueller was completely out of his
element. He stuck doggedly to his brief and had none of Strese-
mann's nimble turn of speech or gay humour to rob it of formal
portentousness. He had been instructed to raise the question of
evacuation directly. Britain met his approaches sympathetically;
the French and Belgians, acutely conscious of a certain isolation
as a result of their attitude in the disarmament controversy, raised
a series of factious objections and tried to hedge verbal con-
cessions with inacceptable conditions. This was a situation that
Mueller thought he understood: dig in and defend yourself even
after the last cartridge.
Unhappily the situation called for more than dour courage.
On September 7 Mueller ended a long effective speech with the
words:
The man of the people thinks simply, and so thinks concretely.
He reads that the governments are pledged to maintain peace,
and he sees them hold fast to their old positions of frank imperialism
and even to advance from them. ... It is not surprising that he
regards international policy as double-faced.
The chancellor was himself a man of the people and what he
said was perfectly just and perfectly true, but the method of his
saying it gave just the handle that opponents wanted. Briand's
position was none too secure; he was still suspect to French
nationalism. Here was a chance to throw it a sop by a savage
snub to a man with whom he had no personal connection. He
answered Mueller with unwonted acerbity in a speech which was
a sustained criticism of Germany and an unwarranted attack on
her foreign minister. For years, he declared, Germany had not
fulfilled her treaty obligations. Her own representatives had
admitted that. Evidently there were forces in Germany working
for trouble, forces for which after all those governments which

